Visual C++.NET is the latest incarnation of Microsoft's popular Visual C++ programming language. It has something of a unique character among all the .NET languages. Unlike the other Visual Studio languages, Visual C++.NET can produce both unmanaged (native) code, and managed code that runs on the Common Language Runtime (CLR), the virtual machine which underlies Microsoft's new platform, the .NET Framework. This unique status makes C++ a much more powerful language than other .NET languages – not only can it bypass the CLR when maximum performance is needed, it can also interoperate far more seamlessly with existing applications.

The Business Library and how to Use it

The Early History of the Swedish Avifauna

Each drug entry includes: U.S. Adopted name, molecular formula and weight, international nonproprietary name, chemical name, CAS registry number, pharmacologic and/or therapeutic activity claim, brand name, name of manufacturer, and graphic formula.

The Pali Text Society's Pali-English Dictionary

Newly revised and updated, this time-honored source has been a favorite of students, researchers, librarians, and business people for over 40 years. It has been the standard reference to prepare business plans, marketing campaigns, financial analyses, government surveys, investment strategies, class presentations, topical reports, and other research projects. Arranged in easy-to-use chapters, The Business Library and How to Use it is an informative guide to conducting research from start to finish. A chapter-by-chapter reading acquaints the user with all the ins and outs of using the business library. Contents include the following chapters: Getting to Know the Library, Strategies and Tools for Locating Materials, Strategies and Types of Materials, Books to Locate Books, Indexes to Periodical Literature and Reports, Databases and Database Searching, Databases and Database Vendors, Specific Sources of Business Information, and Business Research and Reports. Also included are three indexes -- Author/Title, Organization and Association, and Subjects.

Declarative Semantic Definition as Illustrated by a Definition of Simula 67

American National Standard Programming Language PL/I

Replies of the Minister of Home Affairs to the questions raised by the 2nd Commission of Indonesian Parliament of budget, rural development, administrative control of local governments, etc.

Enterprise Java Servlets

Art & Architecture Thesaurus: pt. 3. Alphabetical display (continued)

Compendium of Herbarium Names in the Genus Peperomia (Piperaceae)

USP Dictionary of USAN and International Drug Names

Presents advanced nutrition in a comprehensive format ideal for graduate students in nutritional programs, organic chemistry, physiology,
biochemistry and molecular biology. Focuses on the biology of human nutrition at the molecular, cellular, tissue and whole-body levels.

**List of Names of Succulent Plants (other Than Cacti) from Repertorium Plantarum Succulentarum (1950-1992)**

**Science of Artificial Neural Networks**

**Indian Periodicals Record**

**Oxoniensia**

**Reinwardtia**

**Bokobaru Dictionary**

**CAD of Concurrent Computers**

**A Prehistory of Slavic**

**APL 76, Ottawa, 22, 23, 24 September 1976**

“This book summarizes the history of the Swedish avifauna based on early publications and manuscripts (mostly written before AD 1800), as well as data obtained from archaeozoological analyses of bird remains recovered from more than 500 archaeological and natural deposits. The evolution and distribution of the Swedish bird fauna during the 14,000 years since deglaciation began are outlined based on these data. The results show that a large proportion of the species that inhabit Sweden today seemingly immigrated quite soon after the ice withdrew. The most important route of immigration was from the south and west, but later immigrants also followed northerly or easterly routes. Some species, traditionally regarded as very late immigrants (e.g. Mute Swan, Pochard and Partridge), are shown to have bred in Sweden for several thousand years. Other species, such as the White Stork and Black Stork, have no subfossil record and are suggested to have immigrated after the medieval period. The book also includes chapters on the history of domesticated birds and prehistoric falconry in Sweden.”

**Materials Transactions**

Third-Party Product Reviews (TPPRs) are neutral (as far as the producers’ interests are concerned) and consumer-orientated product tests that are carried out by experts. The reviews are published in special interest magazines like PC-World, Runner's World, Decanter or Wine Advocate and on the magazines’ web pages respectively. Market observations provide strong evidence that Third-Party Product Reviews (TPPRs) significantly influence the success or failure of the products evaluated. Apart from purely descriptive contributions, however, there have not been any studies so far that examine the impact of such test information on purchase behaviour. This work aims at diminishing this gap in marketing research by theoretically and experimentally studying the relevance of TPPRs for product choice decisions on the one hand and for perceived quality, perceived value and purchase intentions on the other hand.

**Logic and Specification**

**Simulation Using GPSS.**

**National Longitudinal Survey of Youth, 1997 Cohort**

What are the most popular names of the Ambo people in Namibia? Why do so many Ambos have Finnish first names? What do the African names of these people mean? Why is the namesake so important in Ambo culture? How did the nation's long struggle for independence affect personal naming, and what are the latest name-giving trends in Namibia? This study analyses the changes in the personal naming system of the Ambo people in Namibia over the past 120 years, starting with 1883, when the first Ambos received biblical and European names on baptism. The central factors in this process were the German and South African colonisation and European missionary work on the one hand, and the rise of African nationalism on the other. Eventually, this clash between African and European naming practices led to a new, dynamic naming system which includes elements of both African and European origin. “Within the field of onomastics, i.e. the scientific study of names, this study is a remarkable and extremely important one. I suspect that it will become a major and standard reference work in the future, not only regarding Ambo anthroponymy, but anthroponymy in general, particularly where cultures interact.” Professor S. J. Neethling, University of the Western Cape, South Africa

**Edhina Ekogidho - Names as Links**

**J. Sen Memorial Volume**

**Annual Report**

**Proceedings**

**Name und Stand der Mitglieder des Wandervereins Deggendorf**
Includes basionyms, nomina ruda, invalid, illegitimate and incorrect names, each with a full bibliographic reference. Typification data is included (collector's name and number and herbarium acronym) and for some the country and state/province where the type was collected.

**Busa Dictionary**

**Proceedings of the 1998 ACM SIGMOD International Conference on Management of Data**

**Revue roumaine de philosophie**

**Farm Chemicals Handbook**

This is not a beginner's guide: it's an enterprise developer's guide to building industrial-strength servlets. Jeff Genender shows exactly how to dramatically improve servlet performance, reliability, and scalability, while simplifying coding and maintenance in large-scale development environments. This book brings together in-depth tutorials, case studies, and reference materials for advanced real-world servlet development. It draws heavily on the author's own experience in developing servlet architectures from scratch and transforming inferior servlet applications into stable, reliable software. Among the topics covered: creating a reusable base servlet architecture that accelerates development and streamlines maintenance; improving error handling; establishing processes that allow multiple developers to work on the same server projects; and using servlets in sophisticated load balancing and fault tolerance applications. For all enterprise developers working with servlets and related technologies, and for Web developers who need to replace their current server-side technologies with a more powerful solution.

**Individual Long-term Care Facility Financial Data**

**Fundamental Approaches to Software Engineering**
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